Top experts in this rapidly evolving field, the authors describe the lasso for linear regression and a simple coordinate descent algorithm for its computation. They discuss the application of ? 1 penalties to generalized linear models and support vector machines, cover generalized penalties such as the elastic net and group lasso, and review numerical methods for optimization. They also present statistical inference methods for fitted (lasso) models, including the bootstrap, Bayesian methods, and recently developed approaches. In addition, the book examines matrix decomposition, sparse multivariate analysis, graphical models, and compressed sensing. It concludes with a survey of theoretical results for the lasso.
In this age of big data, the number of features measured on a person or object can be large and might be larger than the number of observations. This book shows how the sparsity assumption allows us to tackle these problems and extract useful and reproducible patterns from big datasets. Data analysts, computer scientists, and theorists will appreciate this thorough and up-to-date treatment of sparse statistical modeling. Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important act, like looking for your favorite guide and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add your knowledge by the book entitled Statistical Learning with Sparsity: The Lasso and Generalizations (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability). Try to face the book Statistical Learning with Sparsity: The Lasso and Generalizations (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability) as your pal. It means that it can being your friend when you experience alone and beside associated with course make you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you a lot more confidence because you can know anything by the book. So , let me make new experience in addition to knowledge with this book.
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Julio Yates:
The publication with title Statistical Learning with Sparsity: The Lasso and Generalizations (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability) includes a lot of information that you can find out it. You can get a lot of profit after read this book. This book exist new expertise the information that exist in this publication represented the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement of the world. This book will bring you in new era of the globalization. You can read the e-book in your smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you want.
Joan Marcial:
This Statistical Learning with Sparsity: The Lasso and Generalizations (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability) is great book for you because the content which can be full of information for you who else always deal with world and still have to make decision every minute. This book reveal it details accurately using great organize word or we can state no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read the idea hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward sentences but tough core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Statistical Learning with Sparsity: The Lasso and Generalizations (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability) in your hand like getting the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no reserve that offer you world inside ten or fifteen moment right but this book already do that. So , this really is good reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt this?
Brenda Anderson:
Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information from a book. Book is composed or printed or descriptive from each source in which filled update of news. Within this modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media social similar to newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You 
